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About this property…
Many of the property’s original features have been retained including stunning A framed beamed and vaulted ceilings and exposed
stone walls.
The property boasts ample parking enough for 5/6 vehicles, extensive gardens which has mature trees, storage sheds, an outdoor patio
which leads off the kitchen and a large raised circular decking. The garden is beautifully positioned to absorb the perfect views as they
are spectacular and uninterrupted from all aspects.

The accommodation is a wonderful mix of original features and modern contemporary design which will appeal to a wide variety of
buyers thanks to the blank canvass of neutral tones and tasteful décor.

1 Boothwaite Nook has recently seen many improvements including a new roof, a new damp proof course, grey slate flooring, a new
fitted kitchen and a most impressive addition of a downstairs bedroom and ultra-contemporary shower room.
This part of the house is perfect for independent living for an elderly relative or older Teen as this room extends off the large Snug and
has its own access to the stunning garden. The snug reception room has dual aspect windows with deep sills which would be ideal as
window seats. Light parquet flooring adds to this room’s charms. The fireplace could easily be adapted to accommodate a log burner.
A half turn wooden staircase leads to the upper floor bedrooms and a family bathroom.
The hallway entrance at the other side of the snug is bathed in light and has grey slate flooring which leads to the kitchen, a downstairs
walk-in shower room.
The kitchen is open and bright thanks to 3 windows which draws in the light and amazing views. Original beams give the room a very
modern rustic feel and is spacious enough to accommodate a large dining table.
Laundry can be kept away from the kitchen area thanks to a very handy utility room which has access to the garden for those perfect
outdoor drying days. The room has a fully plumbed sink area and has enough storage to double up as an especially useful pantry/boot
room.
The main living area is vast with dual aspect windows and a stunning original A frame vaulted ceiling. Here you will find a beautiful half
mezzanine area that is currently being used as a home office. A large arched picture window which floods the space with light is the
focal point of this area and many hours will be lost appreciating that view!
Upstairs you will find a family bathroom in white which includes an over the bath shower and screen. 2 good sized bedrooms, 2
incredibly generous double bedrooms and a spacious ‘Jack and Jill’ shower room which leads off 2 bedrooms.
The main bedroom has been converted from what would have been the original barn and has the same gorgeous A framed beams and
vaulted ceiling that adorns the main living area. This room is dual aspect also and is light, contemporary, unique and beautiful.
1 Boothwaite Nook is charming, adaptable and offers so much scope to those who require a large family home with character, space and
light.
Properties of this individuality, size and quality rarely come to the market within this popular town. We highly recommend booking an
early viewing, both to appreciate the accommodation and to secure your interest.
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Property Features
•Five Bedrooms
•Four Bathrooms
•Detached
•Perfect Location
•Parking
•Large Garden
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